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ABSTRACT.
The traditional Czech landscape is dominated by the church and the adjoining churchyard. New ideas
in the 19th century were behind the change of the traditional scene and caused the secularisation of
the society. This is closely related not only to the emergence of new building types of funeral
architecture as crematorium, funeral hall, columbarium, but also the disappearance of the existing
ones such as tomb chapel. The way of burying itself is changing. Over time cremation has
predominated over traditional skeletal burials in Czech republic. New cemeteries are also built with
no sacred building in their central part. The original public cemetery grounds are being pushed out of
the town or city organisms and new ones are built outside the entire residential structure. But in fact,
the cemetery grounds can be a place for relaxation and contemplation, with educational content in
reference to Christian hope.
KEYWORDS: cemeteries, burials, cremation, secularization, taboo topic.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The unprecedented extent and duration of the First World War caused a change in society. “The First
World War meant a historical turning point. (Klaus, 2014a)... The war ... meant the final turning point
in the ideological directionof the society ... in fact, the end of the war gave our societya great
“enthusiastic” opportunity – to build our own state, which the previous generations had longed for...”
(Klaus, 2014b)This change was reflected, inter alia, in architecture, new national styles appeared (e.g.
Cubism and Rondo Cubism), but also found expression in the society’s view of faith, which
fundamentally changed the funerary culture in the Czech Republic. “The war meant a fundamental
ideological turning point ... it meant … departure from the old world symbolized by theChristian
religion. This departure had two main causes: people stopped believing in God ... people stopped
believing in men ... however, as the image of God, they also ceased to believe in man who is the
pinnacle of creation or an autotelic guarantor of values(Klaus, 2014c). There was a desecration of the
society which acquired the space just after the Great War, though these efforts had emerged as early as
the 19th century.
This trend is evident in the promotion of new methods of burial and subsequently altering the way of
the establishment of new cemeteries or modifying and expanding the original ones. A good example is
the cemetery in the Prague quarter of Ďáblice, founded in 1912-1914 in the Cubist style by the
architect Vlastislav Hofman, where scattering areas are the prevailing feature; the cemetery is not
dominated by a church, but nature, wood and organically connected paths. The funeral hall was
situated near the original main entrance (it was later replaced with another one near the new main
entrance). Thus, a cemetery becomes a park, a bordered countryside, on the outskirts of the city
organism and, at the same time, due to the progressive secularization, on the edge of the interests of
the society. While the way of burying or cremation reflects the level of the society, the development
during the last century represents its exact characteristics.
The process of desecration of the society is changing the view of burial methods, giving rise to new
types of funerary architecture, while others disappear or are no longer used, changing the appearance
and use of the existingnecropolis, and creating newly established cemeteries. Thus, while by that time,
the cemetery had been dominated by a Catholic church with the adjoining large area of skeleton
graves, in the newly established necropolis, the focus of attention is nature, and the organically
connected paths linedwith large scattering or pouring areas conform to it.
The position of strictly demarcated areas in the organism of cities, towns and villages is also changing.
Their persisting role currently depends on their location and the ability to adapt to the new
requirements of the tenants. If we focus on major Catholic cemeteries, their fate in the territory of the
former Sudetenland (where after the expulsion of the German population, many graves were left
abandoned for decades) is different from well-groomed village cemeteries (either adjoining a village
church, or located near the road at a greater distance from the village). City cemeteries represent an
entirely separate group; some of them have rooted to the organism of cities and have become its fullbodied part, used simultaneously as a public park, others remained on the fringe, abandoned and
unused, because they have not adapted to thenew burial methods.
The fate of abandoned necropoleis resisting development, along with the increasing number of burials
without ceremony, and, above all, social burials, indicatingthe high degree of secularization of the
society as well asthe inability to accept and understand death, along with the resulting minimal care
for the abodes of the dead isforcingsociety tohold a dialogue on the status and function of cemeteries
in today’s cities, because this problem especially concerns large cities.
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2. SELECTED ASPECTS FORMING BURIAL METHODS IN THE COURSE OF SOCIAL
DEVELOPMENT
Death is closely related to religion. Archaeological findings are often associated with discoveries of
Egyptian art, in which the entire well-known culture and architecture werebased on death. In the
territory of the Czech lands,various nations with their own way of burying appeared in the course of
the development. The Celts, like the Romans, used inhumation, whilethe Slavs cremated their dead
(the nation was therefore referred to as “the people of urn fields”). Europe underwent a significant
turnover in the period of Christianity. “Under the Roman law, care for the burial place was not a
public issue, but apurely private matter or moral obligation of the bereaved ... with the advent of
Christianity ... it became the object of care for all members of the ecclesial community”(Kotrlý,
2008a). Thus, religion stimulated the construction of churches in residential centres and allowed
burials near a saint and consequently, near a sanctuary. The cemetery became a part of the everyday
life of the inhabitants and a part of the community activities. A significant intervention in funeral
customs was a decree by Charlemagne of 789, which forbade cremation. This decision was respected
in Europe for the following 12 centuries.
Another important change that had a direct impact on a significant number of the contemporary
cemeteries in the territory of the Czech lands, whichhad beena part of Austria-Hungary until 1918,
was represented by the Josephine reforms of 1782. They relocated cemeteries, for hygienic reasons,
outside the settlementswithin a 15-minute walking distance and ordered the enclosure ofthe area. The
fact that the areas were physically movedstarted the process of displacing the necropolis from
theeveryday life of the society, and the establishment of barriers, boundaries and limits. Over time,
this factor– along with other considerations and political events of the 20th century –facilitated the
creation oftaboos surrounding death.
The burying method in Europe began to be reconsidered at the end of the 19th century, especially
during the 20th century. While in the period of Christianity, inhumation prevailed, after the First
World War cremation was becoming more and more significant in the Czech lands, and at the end of
the millennium, it even outweighed inhumation (note:cremation was not permitted by law until 1919,
which has a direct correlation with the formation of Czechoslovakia; the Catholic Church recognized
cremation as a possible – not recommended –burial alternative in the 1960s, the Czechoslovak Hussite
Church already in 1920). To some extent, the totalitarian systems, which gradually asserted
themselves in the course of the 20th century in the Czech Lands, also contributed to this phenomenon.
The close connection between the Church opinionand the development of cremation is evident
in comparison with other countries, e.g. Norway, where the Church has never interfered in the
selection of theburial method and cremation has been (there) a fully legitimate form of disposal over
the last century (Hadders, 2013).
After the communist coup in February 1948, all cemeteries – formerly divided according to the faith –
were transferred to the state, which became the sole administrator in 1955. Later, Act 256/2001 Coll.
returned some of them to the administration of registered churches and religious societies, but burial
sites withgraves of different religions are no longer the exception. In subsequent years, 5,799 public
and non-public burial groundswere registered, of which 1,565 are owned by churches, i.e. 33% of the
total number of cemeteries (Kotrlý, 2008b).
Currently, cremation represents 75% of the total number of burial options (in Prague, it is up to
96%). The need to store the cremated remainsnecessitated gradual modifications or extensions to
existing necropolis areas, or the emergence of new ones, where storing the cremated remains prevails
over burials in the earth. The original skeletal cemeteries are either adapted –they enable, e.g. placing
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the urn into the skeleton graves, or on them, however, in many cases, they losetheir importance,and
with the gradual decreasing of the tenants, they eventually disappear, attract vandalism and lose their
piety (e.g. the cemetery on Hulváky Hill in Ostrava or Libeň Cemetery, Radlice Cemetery, Nusle and
Záběhlice Cemetery in Prague); they are no longer able to meet current demand and do not allow
storing the cremated remains to a larger extent.
At the newly established burial grounds, scattering and pouring areas as well asurn graves are
gradually finding their use. The burying option subsequently affects the establishment of new
cemeteries, as well as modifying older necropolis areas. Over time, there was a significant decline in
theaesthetic and craft quality of tombstones, as stated by Jan Almer in his publication of 1928: “as
early as at the beginning of the last (19th) century, there was an apparent decline of the artistic and
craft standard of tombs and monuments, which were perceived rather as a stone storage.” (Almer,
1928a) and the current director of Prague cemeteries, Mgr. Martin Červený, adds that storing urns in
columbarium or scattering ashes“kills gravestones and their creation”.
Scattering areas are supported by the secularization of the society, which leads to the anonymous
storing of human remains without the necessary aftercare (Figure 1). This is often accompanied by the
absence of a funeral ritual (in up to an alarming 60% of burials in the Czech Republic). Regulations of
scattering areas orcolumbaria often do not make it possible to place flowers and candles (sometimes it
is even forbidden), so the visitors lose “contact” with their deceased loved ones (Figure 2), which is
needed to cope with the sadness, and the bereaved do not develop a relationship to the place where the
ashes are stored (Frolíková Palánová, 2016a).

Figure 1. Organically established cemetery Praha-Ďáblice.

Figure 2. A common cemetery for skeletal burials Central Cemetery in Brno.
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3. LIQUIDATING CEMETERIES OR THEIR TRANSFORMATION, RENEWAL AND
ESTABLISHING NEW ONES
During the 19th and 20th centuries, some cemeteries were liquidated, however, they were not always
replaced. The reasons for the liquidation were various, mostly it was a reaction to the Josephine
reforms. Due to the impermeability of soils, but also ideological reasons (in terms of the significance
of the site), e.g. the cemetery located in Ostrava, the district of Moravian Ostrava and Přívoz,was
liquidated and was moved to a new location in Silesian Ostrava. After the exhumations,the site was
converted into a city park (today Milada Horáková’sPark). Likewise, in 1922, the original cemetery in
Ostrava-Vítkovice (after 23 years of existence!) was transformed into Joţka Jabůrková’s Park (Kašing,
2009). These areas have become a public urban garden and complete the urban area of the city,
bringing sanitary and psychological quality to the residents.
The cemetery in Ostrava-Mariánské Hory founded in 1903 also had to adapt to partial liquidation.
Originally,a rectangular area on the plan was partially converted to the needs of the Vítkovice
ironworks in 1960. Today, the necropolis has a triangular shape and it is separated from the industrial
premises by the busy Ţelezárenská street. In the 1970s,grave burials were banned and the entire site
started to decline, which was supported by the close proximity of a socially excluded locality. The
possible future of the cemetery was solved by the students of the Master degree programme
Architecture and Civil Engineering at the Faculty of Civil Engineering, VŠB – Technical University of
Ostrava in the academic year 2011/2012. Lenka Kolarčíková elaborated work worthy of noting(head
of the Department prof. Ing. Arch. Petr Hrůša, consultations Doc. Ing. Martina Peřinková, Ph.D., Ing.
Arch. Klára Frolíková Palánová, Ph.D.), creating a semi-public space strictly defined by walls. She
considers the separation of the area as necessary, due to the commonplace and dismal surroundings.
However, fencing is a symbolic immortalization of the dead whose names are inscribed in it. The
actual cemetery is converted into a cemetery park through the gradual liquidation of theabandoned
graves. “The cemetery park will be an intense maintained lawn, equipped with the park furniture. ...
The original system of pavements and paths was turned into a continuous space with a lawn growing
through tombstones. The slow transformation into the memorial meadow gives rise to an amiable
romantic, poetic place.” (Kovář, Peřinková, Špatenková, 2014a).
However, many cemeteries have come to a standstill in their development, lacking
the imaginary step toward the world of the living. The way to fix this is restoration, revitalization or
revival, such as building new facilities, however, not only for the maintenance of the cemetery, but for
the visitors as well. These options could be applied, for example, in the cemetery in Silesian Ostrava.
The area is located on the outskirts of the city, outside the active part, while providing funerals for
very remote districts of Ostrava, e.g. Ostrava-Poruba, which does not have its own cemetery despite a
large population around 70,000 people(after the liquidation of the original cemeteryat the Church of
St. Nicholas, anew one was never established). The travelling distance is about 25 minutes by car (40
minutes by public transport).However,no refreshment or adequate sanitation facilities have been
provided for the visitors. Jan Almer expressed his opinion on the topic in his publication from 1928
as follows: “A substantial defect and significantshortcoming of all our cemeteries ... is the lack of
adequate space for assembly coaches and audiences in large quantities ... similarly, there is no
possibility of shelter for the audience in case of sudden bad weather, especially rain ... (Almer, 1928b).
“The management of the cemetery in Silesian Ostrava, however, have been forthcoming with regard to
accessibility: given the vastness of the area the busesof the intercity public transport run up to the
crematorium, which is situated in the central part of the necropolis. The entrances to the cemetery are
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secured by public transport stops. The movement of seniors around the extensive grounds could be
simplified, particularly due to the hillside.” (Frolíková Palánová, 2016b).
In the Czech Republic, some new cemeteries are being established. At the beginning of the 20th
century, it was the organically establishedcemetery in Praha-Ďáblice, presenting the national Cubist
style. The cemetery is dominated by large scattering areas, which are accompanied by skeletal graves.
Recently, a wood of memories was founded in one of the free parts for storing the ashes to the roots of
trees (as a reaction to new approaches in burials). At the turn of the millennium cemeteries were
established e.g. in Bruntál and Jezdkovice (the author is the architect Jan Kovář), others are extended
or renewed (Prague’s Lesser Town Cemetery) and some respond to new clients’ requirements through
the realization of yet untypical parts for new forms of burial (e.g. the Wood of Memories in the
Ďáblice cemeteryrealized by the Administration of Prague Cemeteries and the non-profit
organizationKe kořenům (To the Roots).
In the existing necropolis areas, urn gardens are realized (Figure 3) on reserve plots; they allow
the storage of ashes on scattering or calibrated pouring areas, as well as in urn graves or columbaria.
Instead of a church, an urn garden is dominated bya funeral hall or a crematorium with a funeral hall
(Figure 4).Sometimes,the building of the new crematorium conditioned the emergence of a new
cemetery, as is the case in Bratislava (Figure 5), the Slovak Republic (realization between 1962-1966)
and Praha-Motol (implementation between 1947-1954), where in both cases, the cremation buildings
are surrounded by a forest cemetery ensuring the possibility of storing ashes, but not grave burial
(Figure 6).

Figure 3. The urn garden, the town of Humpolec (the original skeleton cemetery can be seen in
the background).
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Figure 4. The original cemetery for skeletal burials, the town of Humpolec.

Figure 5. Epitaphs under the trees of the forest cemetery, Bratislava, Slovakia.

Figure 6. Spots for pouring marked with a plate in the meadow of the forest cemetery in
Praha-Motol, the Czech Republic.
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Efforts are also evident in the sense of drawing a necropolis closer to the living. The director of
the Administration of Prague Cemeteries,Martin Červený,describes the situation as follows: “Due to
the large number of cremations, theinterest in grave sites is decreasing. The function of cemeteries is
partly changingas well. People go there for walks or to relax.” Thus, the very form of the cemetery is
changing, the number of skeletal graves is gradually decreasing and the sites are becoming more like
an urban park, which invites one to go for a walk. It can be supported by a focus on sepulchral art,
whilefuneral tourism is growing.
An example from abroad is the Viennese Central Cemetery, where coaches full of tourists come and
the visitors with maps go around theperfectly tended graves of famous personalities.
Present-day cemetery premises may include tourism and educational content (Figure 7). For example,
Vyšehrad cemetery in Prague (Figure 8), where many important people of the nation are buried, serves
as a reminder of national pride. Olšany Cemetery in Prague has great potential as well, due to the
location within the city organism, but also due to the abundant sepulchral art and personalities who are
buried there. The Administration of Prague Cemeteries has commissioned a plan for its restoration and
they have recently established nature trails around the cemetery.

Figure 7. Perfectly tended graves of famous personalities, Central Cemetery, Vienna, Austria.

Figure 8. Vyšehrad cemetry in Prague.
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Additionally, the Administration of Prague Cemeteries wants to build e.g. a café and a gift
shop, which would serve not only funeral guests, but also visitors and tourists.A similar café is already
operating e.g. in BerlinKreuzberg. Prague Lesser Town Cemeterybegan guided tours after the overall
revitalization (Váchal, 2015).
Particular attention is paid to war graves and memorials. It is often a mass burial of the entire wartime
episode and one battle or event (Figure 9a, 9b). The memorials do not necessarily have to contain
burial sites, but they may memorialize the names of the fallen. The purpose is not only an expression
of respect, but mainly maintaining and restoring memory. Such sites can be a place of reconciliation,
but also complaint. They commemorate the events that human memory has a tendency to forget
(afterseveral generations). In the Czech Republic, monuments can be found in practically every
cemetery and village square.

Figure 9 (a). Military Cemeteries, Praha-Ďáblice.

Figure 9 (b). Military Cemeteries, Praha-Ďáblice.
3.1 STRUCTURES EMERGING, BUT ALSO DISAPPEARING, OR THEIR
TRANSFORMATION
Another separate issue that has created contemporary cemeteries in the last hundred years, concerns
the emerging space for storing ashes. These replace the currently used facilities or condition their
transformation. A good example is the grave chapel and columbarium.
Grave chapels, detached or forming a line along the walls and paths, were an important
structure whose biggest development dates back to the 19th century (Figure 10 and 11), when “the cult
of death was spreading, together with the strengthening of economic power of the
bourgeoisie...”(Kapišinská, 2007).During the last century, the interest in this type of funeral
architecture and the way of burying decreased, which is usually attributed to a “fundamental change in
the attitude towards death, which has become an almost taboo topic freed from old myths and religious
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beliefs...”(Pohaničová, 2013). Another influence was the legislativeaspect of the construction, the high
cost of the projector the reconstruction of the original structure, along with the costly maintenance and
certainly other aspects.

Figure 10. The chain of chapel graves, Olšany Cemetery, Prague.

Figure 11. A detached chapel grave, Vinohrady Cemetery, Prague.
The alarming structural and technological status of some of the existing unused chapel
gravesinitiated considerations of other possible uses. They are gradually converted into columbaria,
which are very positively perceived by the tenants of the sites, since they provide an intimate
environment, represent a true abode of the dead, and, moreover, they ensure the safe storage of urns,
which are protected against vandalism.
As far as dating is concerned, in the Czech lands, columbaria (Figure 12 and 13) are associated with
the development of cremation after 1918, when this burial option was allowed. Initially, they were
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realized directly as part of the crematoria –in the outer walls of funeral halls, accessible from a
partially covered outdoor walkway (e.g. Pavel Janák, the crematorium in Pardubice), or as a semi-open
room (the original realization of the Brno crematorium before the reconstruction, the author Ernst
Wiesner) or as a partially covered colonnade near the main entrance to the crematorium (e.g. the
crematorium in Praha-Strašnice, the author Alois Mezera). This feature is predominant in the First
Republic crematoria. Later an adjacent urn garden was used to store urns, or they were stored in
skeletal graves. Urn gardens emerged alongside the existing cemeteries or their foundation was
connected with the construction of new funeral halls or crematoria (example: the Forest Cemetery in
Praha-Motol or the Forest Cemetery in Bratislava).

Figure 12. Rondo Cubistic columbarium, Olšany Cemetery in Prague.

Figure 13. Columbarium in Central cemetery of Brno.
In addition to other ways of storing ashes, in the urn gardens and cemeteries, crematoria are
realized as a part of the cemetery walls (the cemetery in Bruntál), or stand-alone structures in lines (the
Central Cemetery in Brno), in larger or smaller detached units (Jaroměř, Praha-Motol) and last but not
least, as part of an organized space (the Central Cemetery in Brno).
In both cases, storing urns (in a chapel grave or in a columbarium) raises a discussion concerning the
“homely atmosphere” of the cases. The visitors feel the need to place a flower or a candle at the urn of
their loved ones; if it is not solved by the structure, resourceful Czech people often find their own
bizarre solutions. The result can be not only dangerous (in terms of fire), but also unaesthetic. Flowers
and wreaths are hung on epitaph plates using adhesive hooks or auxiliary cords. The display cases are
decorated according to the theme of holidays, so next to photographs of the deadon a porcelain base,
there are Easter bunnies along with a vase with artificial forsythia and Easter eggs.
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However,the homely atmosphere is important for the visitors and it has a considerable
influence on the choice of the place where the ashes are stored, as well as on the desire to visit this
place in the context of dealing with death.
Columbaria in the Czechoslovak Hussite Church (CHC) found their own way; since 1920, urns
containing the ashes have been stored directly in the prayer rooms and churches or in underground
columbaria, which look like modern crypts. It is also a good example of placing flowers and candles
while maintaining a uniform appearance of cases for urns.
4. CEMETERIES AS PUBLIC PARKS, PUBLIC SPACE, BUT ALSO A TOURIST SPOT
“The graves, as posthumous forms of housing on the other side, prompt consideration of the size or
crampedness of the abodes. Graves are topped with artwork, whichmutually compete as individual
icons, cooped up next to each other.” (Frolíková Palánová, 2014a).Cemeteries in the Czech Republic
are characterized by the strict arrangement of graves and pathways, creating a regular network. They
are usually symmetrical and the major arteries gradate in the cross – a symbol of hope. Strict rules are
softened by greenery – small bushes line the path or boundary ofthe burial place, arboreal giants
underscore the nodes in the network, or as an elevation of an entry or a monument. The cemetery
greenery is also characterized by high biodiversity and becomes an important nesting place for birds
(Figure 14). Although the greenery is supposed to have “only a supporting effect” (Stejskal, Šejvl,
2011a) its absence reduces the aesthetic value of the cemetery. The occupancy of the necropolis can be
seen even in such small things as furniture, e.g. feeders for birds, food bowls for cats, and other things.
It shows a small effort to maintain life even among the dead. Likewise, the flowers, wreaths, statues,
or seasonal decoration brought by the visitors is a distinctive form of creating a homely atmosphere,
thus reviving the cemetery.

Figure 14. Feeder, Olšany Cemetery, Prague.
In the Czech Republic, skeletal graves, as well as urn graves are mostly cooped up next to each other
and the area itself is surrounded by a wall (note: regulation by Joseph II) or dense greenery, which
separates it from the world of the living. Such a place can be accessed only through a gateway
(sometimes monumental, sometimes humble) or a small gate, perhaps so that onecan become aware of
the uniqueness of the place and in an imaginary sense, leavehis or her worries outside. Ing. Paclová
states that “in the west, north and south, the cemetery premises are more modest than what we know in
the Czech Republic.
They are usually covered with a uniform green area, from which only headstones or crosses
protrude… the reverence place then looks peaceful and neat... on the other hand, the Central European
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area was originally represented by graves full of flowers ... Cemeteries in central Austria are similar to
ours”... (Stejskal, Šejvl, 2011b).
However, even in the Czech Republic, a new influence coming from abroad is manifesting itself; it
comes especially from the UK, where there is a trend towards so called ecological funerals and natural
cemeteries, which are similar to forests and parks. “The idea of the “beautiful death” hasalso been
reflected inwooded cemeteries (so called forest cemeteries) that are not only anenvironmentally
friendly burial ground (Figure 15), but they are closer to the idea of natural cemeteries (the most
famous one, founded in 1930, is in Zlín and in Hradec Králové).” (Frolíková Palánová,
2014b).Cemeteries of the natural type are characterized by unrestricted lines, more space around the
graves, which are partially elevated in the terrain (as a symbol of respect), and especially lots of
greenery. One loses track of the size of the burial site and feels as ifin a park, which has a calming
effect. “The burial sites as “cemetery parks” are common in the Netherlands and Scandinavia, where
the influence of the Calvinist and Lutheran Church is evident (Kovář, Peřinková, Špatenková, 2014b).
Cemeteries can be a part of the organism of towns and citieswith pedestrian paths connecting the
centres of towns (Figure 16) and settlements (Lappenranta, Finland) or serve as a place for walks as it
is in Esbjerg, Denmark (Figure 17). Even these cemeteries have boundaries, as well as our well-known
Central European Catholic cemeteries. Yet they can also function as a perfect public space without
disrupting reverence.” (Frolíková Palánová, 2016c).

Figure 15. A symbol on a grave, the Central Cemetery in Brno.

Figure 16. The cemetery between the pedestrian zone and a shopping centre in Lappeenranta,
Finland.
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Figure 17. The cemetery near the city centre and the church converted into an urban park with
some remaining tombstones, Esbjerg, Denmark.
Throughout history, Central European cemeteries havealso served as a public space. However, if we
add the sociological definition, according to which, the condition is lawful access for all, under normal
circumstances,we have to consider gates, which close cemeteries after opening hours. After the
religion “has lost its public position”(Kovář, Peřinková, Špatenková, 2014c)in the Czech lands, mainly
in the last 50 years and the consequent high degree of atheism, which changes the moral values of the
society, it is probably not possible to act otherwise.
A wallcreates a barrier, forcing people to walk around it, rather than enter. However, it also depends
on the location of the necropolis. Those that were rooted back into the organism of towns and cities, or
have always been a part of it, now serve as public parks, or surrounding the church, they participate in
community life, which is situated there. Others, situated on the outskirts of large cities, find
themselves on the margin of the society and public life.
5. UNDERSTANDING OF DEATH AS A PART OF LIFE AND PREPAREDNESS TO DIE IN
THE CZECH REPUBLIC
Nowadays, a person does not admit the inevitability of death due to faith in the achievements of
contemporary medicine. Death has moved from homes to hospitals, care for the family members to
“strangers”. Death was displaced from everyday life, closed behind walls of institutes. Especially the
younger generation members (under 29 years)do not admit thoughts of death, because they come into
minimal contact with it. The opinion on death by different generations of inhabitants in the Czech
Republic is evident from the graph below. We can see that the frequency of thinking about death is
directly proportional to the increasing age of the respondents. A substantial portion of the respondents
(30%) have no strong opinion on the methodoftheir own burial (it is mainly the case of the young
generation and it declines with increasing age). It is similar with respect to the selection ofa funeral
ceremony. Interest in religious ritualssignificantly increases with age (from 8.2 in persons aged 18-29
years to 34.4 % among people over 60 years), while the opinion on a secular ceremony remains fairly
stable throughout the monitored generation curve, there is a significant decline in the category that did
not have a strong opinion initially, and the respondents gradually form an opinion concerning their
own death with increasing age (Figure 18). The survey shows that the rate of secularization in the
Czech lands significantly contributes to the results (30% of believers); another important factor is age.
Compared to surveys in the form of polls, the reality is alarming. From the above “optionsto choose
the ceremony or reject it”, in reality, there are 35-40% of social burials of the total number of burial
options(Nešporová, 2013) and an entire 60% of burials are without any ceremony (compared with
20% stated by the respondents).
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Figure 18. Preference of the funeral ceremony.
There are certainly numerous aspects that affect this situation, however, the significant fact is
that in case of death,others decide for the person, and the idea of the bereaved often prevails over the
wishes of the deceased. In many cases, the wishes of the deceased is not known to the bereaved as one
of the parties or any of them did not admit death by that time. This initiated a series of activities in
order to remedy the situation, e.g. the establishment of websites where you can register and create a
timely schedule of the burial, see e.g. (Association The way home, 2001). As Mr. Hrdlička (a court
expert in the field, specializing in funeral services with teaching activities, the former director of the
Central Cemetery in Brno) said during talks in Brno (March 2014 and April 2015), it is very
reassuring for the bereaved to have a detailed timetable for the funeral and final affairs, and thatthey
do not have to choose from a wide range of options and funeral services in the period of deepest
mourning.
6. CONCLUSIONS
The current status of cemetery areas in the Czech Republic is considerably influenced by the fact that
death has become a taboo topic. This is a consequence of the development and secularization of the
society, which has been perceived since the 19th century.The political development during the 20th
century especially accelerated events. The Josephine reforms pushed cemeteries to the outskirts of
inhabited areas and the establishment ofscattering areas deepened the anonymity of the deceased.
The interest in death and preparation for it is affected bydesecration (30% of believers in the Czech
Republic) and age. Nevertheless, it is clear, that due to making it a taboo topic, bereavement has much
more painful consequences; there are efforts, among other things, to eliminate it by, e.g. the
emergence of web portals that allow people to express their personal will and thereby reduce the stress
of the bereaved while arranging for the final affairsof the deceased. Thus, they replaced simple
communication between family members, which apparently does not occur in this respect; people
prefer confiding in an anonymous-looking web portal.
The cemetery space is primarily a public space and its important features include not only a
compositional rendition, furniture, greenery, but also the availability, continuity and connectedness
with the city or municipality. Vague ideas and the taboo of death throughout generations profilethe
relation ofthe society to the final affairs of man and caring for the storage location. It can be assumed
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that the increase ininterest in the necropolis area through supporting the area for the living will provide
space for deeper reflection on the issue, which remains on the brink of interest today.
Some important cemetery sites are also places with a tourism and educational purposeand they
serve to educate society.
Death ends human life and dramatically changes the lives of the bereaved. It will never be as
before, especially if it is a loved one. It is also important to realize that each of us is mortal and our life
will end one day, but what happens then is a matter of faith or groping. Fear of these circumstances
may lead to negative attitudes toward necropolis areas, which naturalistically remind us of the
presence of death.
Yet, visiting these sites can help all of us to reconcile with death and visiting
graves can educate future generations and thus support the memory of their deceased loved ones.
An expression of respect for the dead is to eliminate the lack of interest in the living.
This requires adding architectonic features to the environment of necropolis areas,drawing them closer
and making them more attractive for contemporary society. It can be achieved most efficiently by
meeting their needs, reducing discomfort and thereby prolonging the time spent in the cemetery, or at
least encouraging the decision to visit the necropolis. For example, tombstones galleries, indoor
seating and natural diversity can also attract those who are not looking for a specific grave. The areas
can be incorporated into the organism of the city, whether they are part of it, or are situated on its
periphery. It will create another public space that enriches the city, a public urban garden with an
educational, relaxation program that will cultivate the society while maintaining sufficient respect for
the dead as a priority, as the final resting place.
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